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Reviews of the two-volume New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, 2005: The king is dead. Long live the
king! The old Partridge is not really dead; it remains the best record of British slang antedating 1945 Now, however, the preferred
source for information about English slang of the past 60 years is the New Partridge. James Rettig, Booklist, American Library
Association Most slang dictionaries are no better than momgrams or a rub of the brush, put together by shmegegges looking to
make some moola. The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English, on the other hand, is the wee babes. Ian
Sansom, The Guardian The Concise New Partridge presents, for the first time, all the slang terms from the New Partridge
Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English in a single volume. With over 60,000 entries from around the English-speaking
world, the Concise gives you the language of beats, hipsters, Teddy Boys, mods and rockers, hippies, pimps, druggies, whores,
punks, skinheads, ravers, surfers, Valley girls, dudes, pill-popping truck drivers, hackers, rappers and more. The Concise New
Partridge is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning its rude, its delightful, and its a prize for anyone with a love of
language.
In Limerick City, Jimmy Hardy Savage is a gangster on the rise, facing trouble from all sides. With the local cops, rival gangs, his
best mate, and his mammy all out to stick a knife in him, will the bollocks live long enough to get to the top? More importantly, will
he pay me back for that fiver I gave him last week? From the savage minds of DECLAN SHALVEY (All-Star Batman, INJECTION),
PHILIP BARRETT, and JORDIE BELLAIRE (Vision, THEYÍRE NOT LIKE US) comes an original Irish graphic crime novel that'll
leave you gaspin'...for a pint!
Over 45 whimsical high resolution, professionally printed coloring pages--an adult relaxation coloring book. *Beautiful
Images--animals, flowers, and gorgeous scenes. *Delightful Drawings--ranging from EASY to VERY complex. *Incredibly Fun and
Relaxing
As an American in Dublin, limo driver Megan Malone will need the luck of the Irish to avoid a head-on collision—with a killer . . . Life
has been non-stop excitement for American Army veteran Megan Malone ever since she moved to Ireland and became a driver for
Dublin’s Leprechaun Limousine Service. She’s solved a murder and adopted two lovable Jack Russell puppies. Currently, she’s
driving world-class champion golfer Martin Walsh, and he’s invited her to join him while he plays in a tournament at a prestigious
Irish locale. Unfortunately, there’s a surprise waiting for her on the course—a body floating in a water hazard. Everyone loved
golfer Lou MacDonald, yet he clearly teed off someone enough to be murdered. Martin seems to be the only one with a motive.
However, he also has an alibi: Megan and hundreds of his fans were watching him play. Now, with a clubhouse at a historical
lodge full of secrets and a dashing Irish detective by her side, Megan must hurry to uncover the links to the truth before the real
killer takes a swing at someone else . . .
A witty and warm-hearted novel about a trans teen finding his place in the world perfect for fans of Red, White and Royal Blue
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There’s only one thing standing between Finch Kelly and a full-blown case of high school senioritis: the National Speech & Debate
Tournament. Taking home the gold would not only be the pinnacle of Finch’s debating career, but the perfect way to launch
himself into his next chapter: college in Washington, DC, and a history-making career as the first trans congressman. What could
possibly go wrong? Well, for starters, Finch could develop a teeny tiny crush on his very attractive, very taken, and very gay
debate partner, Jonah. Never mind that Finch has never considered whether he’s interested in more than just girls. And that
dream of college in DC? Finch hasn’t exactly been accepted anywhere yet, let alone received the full-ride scholarship he'll need to
make this dream a reality. Worst of all, though, is this year's topic for Nationals: transgender rights. If he wants to cinch the gold,
and get into college, Finch might have to argue against his own humanity. People say there are two sides to every argument. But,
as Finch is about to discover, some things—like who you are and who you love—are not up for debate.
THE WILEY BLACKWELL COMPANION TO CONTEMPORARY BRITISH AND IRISH LITERATURE An insightful guide to the
exploration of modern British and Irish literature The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Contemporary British and Irish Literature is a
must-have guide for anyone hoping to navigate the world of new British and Irish writing. Including modern authors and poets from
the 1960s through to the 21st century, the Companion provides a thorough overview of contemporary poetry, fiction, and drama by
some of the most prominent and noteworthy writers. Seventy-three comprehensive chapters focus on individual authors as well as
such topics as Englishness and identity, contemporary Science Fiction, Black writing in Britain, crime fiction, and the influence of
globalization on British and Irish Literature. Written in four parts, The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Contemporary British and Irish
Literature includes comprehensive examinations of individual authors, as well as a variety of themes that have come to define the
contemporary period: ethnicity, gender, nationality, and more. A thorough guide to the main figures and concepts in contemporary
literature from Britain and Ireland, this two-volume set: Includes studies of notable figures such as Seamus Heaney and Angela
Carter, as well as more recently influential writers such as Zadie Smith and Sarah Waters. Covers topics such as LGBT fiction,
androgyny in contemporary British Literature, and post-Troubles Northern Irish Fiction Features a broad range of writers and topics
covered by distinguished academics Includes an analysis of the interplay between individual authors and the major themes of the
day, and whether an examination of the latter enables us to appreciate the former. The Wiley Blackwell Companion to
Contemporary British and Irish Literature provides essential reading for students as well as academics seeking to learn more
about the history and future direction of contemporary British and Irish Literature.
The definitive work on the subject, this Dictionary - available again in its eighth edition - gives a full account of slang and
unconventional English over four centuries and will entertain and inform all language-lovers.
Color your way through 30 vulvacious adult coloring pages!
These Coloring book amazing gifts for Bachelor parties, adult parties, Bachelorette parties, gag gifts, Birthday parties and many more
occasions! This coloring book features 20 detailed vagina designs by Tata Gosteva, ready to be brought to life with color! The paper is a
quality white bond, images on one side only for easy removal and display. This intricate designs are suitable for adults only.
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The Irish SlangAdult Coloring Book
In Giving Out Yards, Tara Flynn puts paid to the long-debated question of what makes us Irish, nailing it in one collective and hilarious
grumble-fest. Her razor-sharp wit and keen analysis of those topics that bring us out in a rash - and running to the phone/laptop/neighbour for
a healthy dose of spleen-venting - leaves no moan unturned. Strictly non-solutions-based (if we found those, what on earth would we give out
about?), here you'll find plenty of advice on how best to milk your grievances, with handy lists and tips, and a cast of characters including
Tom the Taxi Driver, Mairead Who Loves the Sound of Her Own Voice and Ciaran the Keyboard Warrior. If you can't beat them - 'That
shower in the Dail', 'the other shower', the Angelus bongs, cyclists, potholes, the three Ds (drips, drink and drugs), criminals of all collar-hue,
to name but a few - then you might as well knock the craic out of them. So look no further: the whine-line is open ...
Slangs Dictionary of Unconventional English -is a recently launched book of Sakha Global Books publication to hold good command over
English language. This is an excellent resource for all students who wish to learn, write and speak English language from zero level. Perfect
for self-study, the series follows a guided-learning approach that gives students access to a full answer key with model answers. This book
has been divided into sections and each section has been further divided into lessons. have been given, wherever necessary. Also, exercises
are given at the end of every lesson for practice and solutions at the end of the book. This book has been designed to help you learn English
in an easy and proper way. This is a clearly structured introductory English learning book intended to offer readers an advanced fluency in
both spoken and written English. English pronunciations are given in easy way helping the readers to understand the complexities of English
pronunciation. If one of those sounds familiar to you, perhaps you have found the right book. This book is essential for you to break through
and not only improving your spoken skills but developing them so well regardless of your age. Armed with the proven tips, tricks, and
techniques in this book, you’ll discover that you’ll be soaring to an entirely new and exciting level of learning within days. On top of that,
these guidelines can be used nearly effortlessly. Proven Technique That Works You’ll discover what “Immersion” is and how it can
painlessly take you to a supreme status in your studies. You’ll also learn about a related method of learning to pronounce English fearlessly.
It’s called the “Shadowing.” Once you try it you’ll realize why so many people praise its effectiveness. Salient Features of the Book: • SelfSufficient, Self-Study Book. • Detailed Explanation of English Grammar Topics. • Easy tools for Written and Spoken English. • Complete
Guide to Error-free usage of English in day-to-day life. • Easy to Grasp Language for better understanding. English is not an easy language
to learn. But if you are using proper methods to learn and speak, you’ll find that your next level of learning is just a click away. Learn and
adopt these techniques, tips, and many more secrets revealed in this book, and your English fluency will be on a whole different level in 60
days ! Remember: Practice doesn't make perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect. Download Now and Start Speaking Fluent English! - Sakha
Global Books
Roddy Doyle, Conor McPherson, Gene Kerrigan, Gina Moxley, Marian Keyes, Anthony Cronin, Owen O’Neill, Hugo Hamilton, Joseph
O’Connor, Tom Humphries, Pauline McLynn, Charlie O’Neill, Donal O’Kelly, Gerard Stembridge, and Frank McCourt Fifteen of Ireland’s
brightest and most entertaining authors came together to benefit Amnesty International–resulting in this raucous, raunchy, and diabolically
entertaining mulligan stew of a novel. Yeats is Dead! is an elaborate mystery centered around the search for something more valuable and
precious than anything else in Ireland–an unpublished manuscript by James Joyce. A madcap chase ensues, spiced with the shenanigans of
a spectacular array of characters: a sadistic sergeant with the unlikely name of Andy Andrews; a urinal paddy salesman; and the
unforgettable Mrs. Bloom, a woman “who had tried everything but drew the line at honesty.” Gratuitously violent and completely hilarious,
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Yeats is Dead! is an out-of-control tale of lust and literature that packs big laughs and an even bigger body count.
The Concise New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English presents all the slang terms from The New Partridge Dictionary
of Slang and Unconventional English in a single volume. Containing over 60,000 entries, this concise new edition of the authoritative work
details the slang and unconventional English of from around the English-speaking world since 1945, and through the first decade of the new
millennium, with the same thorough, intense, and lively scholarship that characterized Partridge’s own work. Unique, exciting and, at times,
hilariously shocking, key features include: unprecedented coverage of World English, with equal prominence given to American and British
English slang, and entries included from Australia, New Zealand, Canada, India, South Africa, Ireland, and the Caribbean emphasis on postWorld War II slang and unconventional English dating information for each headword in the tradition of Partridge, commentary on the term’s
origins and meaning. New to this second edition: a new preface noting slang trends of the last eight years over 1,000 new entries from the
US, UK and Australia, reflecting important developments in language and culture new terms from the language of social networking from a
range of digital communities including texting, blogs, Facebook, Twitter and online forums many entries now revised to include new dating
and new glosses, ensuring maximum accuracy of content. The Concise New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English is a
spectacular resource infused with humour and learning – it’s rude, it’s delightful, and it’s a prize for anyone with a love of language.
A funny Irish slang words St. Patrick's Day coloring book for adults, Irish swearing and cursing, a great way to distress, have a giggle and
celebrate St. Paddy's! A perfect gag gift for all lovers of all things Irish!
With Irish Miscellany, author Dermot McEvoy lets you revel in the fun and fascinating explanations behind Irish traditions and folklore. He
offers the answers to questions you’ve always had—or never knew you had—as he covers all aspects of Ireland. From Irish culture to ancient
history to modern pastimes, this full-color book educates and entertains. Such facts include: The true history of Halloween Why the Celtic
cross is such a staple icon of Ireland A history of the Irish Gaelic language Where to find megalithic art in Ireland and why it’s there A history
of the Tailteann Games Historical monarchies that ruled Ireland in ancient times The world’s first suburban commuter railway And many
more This delightful book is the perfect gift for anyone planning a visit to Ireland, with an interest in Irish history, or with a drop of Irish blood.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about
World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American
Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
With this helpful guide, learn to tell people off like a native no matter where you are in the world. An essential phrasebook for the world
traveler, How to Swear Around the World features dozens of favorite curses, insults, and sayings from all over the globe. Get rid of a pesky
hanger-on in Brazil by telling him to dig for potatoes—vai ceifar batatas. To express disgust toward your brown-nosing German friend, accuse
him of being a bicycle-rider—radfahrer, or tell someone off in Laos by letting him know you think his mother enjoys keeping intimate company
with dogs—Ma see mea mung! Make new friends and enemies abroad with this handy guide filled with fighting words, scatological
expressions, dozens of ways to insult someone’s mother, and many other suitably offensive phrases. Also features phonetic pronunciations
and handy illustrations to provide guidance to these colorful exclamations. “As useful as it is hilarious, Sacher’s How to Swear Around the
World teaches readers all kinds of vulgar phrases in dozens of different languages. Feel free to call Expedia and curse out their airfare prices
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using any of the book’s quotes.” —Complex.com
A stunning, heartbreaking debut novel about grief, love, and family, perfect for fans of Jandy Nelson and Celeste Ng. Leigh Chen Sanders is
absolutely certain about one thing: When her mother died by suicide, she turned into a bird. Leigh, who is half Asian and half white, travels to
Taiwan to meet her maternal grandparents for the first time. There, she is determined to find her mother, the bird. In her search, she winds up
chasing after ghosts, uncovering family secrets, and forging a new relationship with her grandparents. And as she grieves, she must try to
reconcile the fact that on the same day she kissed her best friend and longtime secret crush, Axel, her mother was taking her own life.
Alternating between real and magic, past and present, friendship and romance, hope and despair, The Astonishing Color of After is a
stunning and heartbreaking novel about finding oneself through family history, art, grief, and love. "Emily X.R. Pan's brilliantly crafted,
harrowing first novel portrays the vast spectrum of love and grief with heart-wrenching beauty and candor. This is a very special book."--John
Green, bestselling author of The Fault in Our Stars and Turtles All the Way Down
Winner of the 2016 Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction and the Desmond Elliott Prize Shortlisted for Best Newcomer at the Irish Book Awards
Longlisted for the 2016 International Dylan Thomas Prize The Irish Times March Book of the Month From Lisa McInerney, hailed by The Irish
Times as “arguably the most talented writer at work in Ireland today,” comes The Glorious Heresies, a searing debut novel about life on the
fringes of Ireland’s post-crash society. When grandmother Maureen Phelan is surprised in her home by a stranger, she clubs the intruder
with a Holy Stone. The consequences of this unplanned murder connect four misfits struggling against their meager circumstances. Ryan is a
fifteen-year-old drug dealer desperate not to turn out like his alcoholic father, Tony, whose feud with his next-door neighbor threatens to ruin
his family. Georgie is a sex worker who half-heartedly joins a born-again movement to escape her profession and drug habit. And Jimmy
Phelan, the most fearsome gangster in the city and Maureen’s estranged son, finds that his mother’s bizarre attempts at redemption
threaten his entire organization. Biting and darkly funny, The Glorious Heresies presents an unforgettable vision of a city plagued by poverty
and exploitation, where salvation still awaits in the most unexpected places. — New York Time's Book Review's "10 Best Crime Novels" of the
year
On a bike trip in Ireland trying to recover from a broken heart, sixteen-year-old Morgan is transformed, not only by the others on the tour, but
by her visits to the past, where she is believed to be the legendary half-goddess Morganne, sent to help end a faery curse.
ADULT VAGINA WORDS COLORING BOOK - GREAT GIFT FOR ANYONE WITH A SENSE OF HUMOR Have you ever named your
vagina? Or maybe you wanted to, but just couldn't think of the right name? Maybe you just like coloring and are sick of drawing in boring kids
coloring books and are looking for a change? If so, this adult coloring book full of black and white images and art are just waiting for you to
bring them to life with your pens, crayons and markers. Best of all, you will likely be laughing the whole time you are skimming through the
pages. Either way, this vagina words coloring book is exactly what you are looking for -- no matter if it's for yourself, a friend, a spouse, or
even if you are looking for that perfect birthday present for the person who seems to have everything. Inside this vulgar adult color book, you
will find a wonderful selection of different mandala coloring pages that are loaded with some of the most well-known funny names for a pussy,
a pair of meat curtains, your vajayjay, bone cave... and many other funny names you've likely never heard of as well. This is simply one of the
best funny and cheap gift gift ideas out there, as once anyone with a sense of humor starts to read through these coloring pages, they will
instantly make a connection, while enjoying the humor in the process! With each of the coloring pages being on their own unique page, they
can be passed around the office, given to co-workers or even framed in your home when they are in full color! We all know how hard it can be
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to find the perfect gift for people these days, which makes this coloring booklet a can't miss and will quickly go viral among your friends,
family and co-workers. SIZE: 8.5x11 PAPER: Black and White Coloring Pages FEATURES: Single-Sided Mandala Designs with d104
COVER: Soft Cover (Matte) Order your copy today!
The bestselling young adult non-fiction book on sexuality and gender! Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual. Transgender. Queer. Intersex. Straight.
Curious. This book is for everyone, regardless of gender or sexual preference. This book is for anyone who's ever dared to wonder. This
book is for YOU. This candid, funny, and uncensored exploration of sexuality and what it's like to grow up LGBTQ also includes real stories
from people across the gender and sexual spectrums, not to mention hilarious illustrations. Inside this revised and updated edition, you'll find
the answers to all the questions you ever wanted to ask, with topics like: Stereotypes—the facts and fiction Coming out as LGBT Where to
meet people like you The ins and outs of gay sex How to flirt And so much more! You will be entertained. You will be informed. But most
importantly, you will know that however you identify (or don't) and whomever you love, you are exceptional. You matter. And so does this
book. This book is for: LGBTQIA+ teens, tweens, and adults Readers looking to learn more about the LGBTQIA+ community Parents of gay
kids and other LGBT youth Educators looking for advice about the LGBTQIA+ community Praise for This Book is Gay: A Guardian Best Book
of the Year 2018 Garden State Teen Book Award Winner "The book every LGBT person would have killed for as a teenager, told in the voice
of a wise best friend. Frank, warm, funny, USEFUL."—Patrick Ness, New York Times bestselling author "This egregious gap has now been
filled to a fare-thee-well by Dawson's book."—Booklist *STARRED REVIEW*
¿Qué pasa, gringo? Whether at a cantina in Mexico or a discothèque in Spain, you better know how to shoot the s#*!. Luckily for you, Talk
Dirty: Spanish dishes all the dirty sayings in a variety of dialects. Packed with plenty of four-letter words, habañero-hot insults, and wicked
expressions, this book will have you speaking like a true hombre. The Spanish-to-English translations will help you learn all the latest foreign
slang, such as: De puta madre: of the prostitute mother Spanish Phrase:¡Mi tío tiende un coche de puta madre! Translation: My uncle has a
fantastic car! Literal Translation: My uncle has a car of a prostitute mother! Talk Dirty: Spanish--all you need for a sharper tongue and set of
cojones.
Aisling is twenty-eight and she’s a complete ... Aisling. She lives at home in Ballygobbard (or Ballygobackwards, as some gas tickets call it)
with her parents and commutes to her good job at PensionsPlus in Dublin. Aisling goes out every Saturday night with her best friend Majella,
who is a bit of a hames (she’s lost two phones already this year – Aisling has never lost a phone). They love hoofing into the Coors Light if
they’re 'Out', or the vodka and Diet Cokes if they re 'Out Out'. Ais spends two nights a week at her boyfriend John’s. He’s from down home
and was kiss number seventeen at her twenty-first. But Aisling wants more. She wants the ring on her finger. She wants the hen with the willy
straws. She wants out of her parents’ house, although she’d miss Mammy turning on the electric blanket like clockwork and Daddy taking
her car 'out for a spin' and bringing it back full of petrol. When a week in Tenerife with John doesn’t end with the expected engagement,
Aisling calls a halt to things and soon she has surprised herself and everyone else by agreeing to move into a three-bed in Portobello with
stylish Sadhbh from HR and her friend, the mysterious Elaine. Newly single and relocated to the big city, life is about to change utterly for this
wonderful, strong, surprising and funny girl, who just happens to be a complete Aisling.
An historical novel like none before it, A Star Called Henry marks a new chapter in Booker Prize-winner Roddy Doyle's writing. It is a vastly
more ambitious book than any he has previously written. A subversive look behind the legends of Irish republicanism, at its centre a
passionate love story, this new novel is a triumphant work of fiction. Born in the slums of Dublin in 1902, his father a one-legged whorehouse
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bouncer and settler of scores, Henry Smart has to grow up fast. By the time he can walk he's out robbing, begging, charming, often cold,
always hungry, but a prince of the streets. At fourteen, already six foot two, Henry's in the General Post Office on Easter Monday 1916, a
soldier in the Irish Citizen Army, fighting for freedom. A year later he's ready to die for Ireland again, a rebel, a Fenian, and, soon, a killer.
With his father's wooden leg as his weapon, Henry becomes a republican legend - one of Michael Collins' boys, a cop killer, an assassin on a
stolen bike, a lover.
With more than 7,000 definitions, this book provides a definitive guide to the use of slang today. It deals with drugs, sport and contemporary
society, as well as favourite slang topics such as sex and bodily functions. In this fully updated fourth edition of the highly acclaimed
Dictionary of Contemporary Slang, language and culture expert Tony Thorne explores the ever-changing underworld of the English language,
bringing back intriguing examples of eccentricity and irreverence from the linguistic front-line. "Thorne is a kind of slang detective, going down
the streets where other lexicographers fear to tread." Daily Telegraph
An adult coloring book featuring a broad range of different Celtic design patterns, from the Celtic Cross to Celtic Knot (and its variations, such
as the Celtic Love Knot). Use the 200 Celtic designs in this book to inspire your creativity, reduce your stress levels and center yourself in
meditation.
Entry includes attestations of the head word's or phrase's usage, usually in the form of a quotation. Annotation ©2006 Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR (booknews.com).
Named Book of the Month Club's Book of the Year, 2017 Selected one of New York Times Readers’ Favorite Books of 2017 Winner of the
2018 Goldsboro Books Glass Bell Award From the beloved New York Times bestselling author of The Boy In the Striped Pajamas, a
sweeping, heartfelt saga about the course of one man's life, beginning and ending in post-war Ireland Cyril Avery is not a real Avery -- or at
least, that's what his adoptive parents tell him. And he never will be. But if he isn't a real Avery, then who is he? Born out of wedlock to a
teenage girl cast out from her rural Irish community and adopted by a well-to-do if eccentric Dublin couple via the intervention of a
hunchbacked Redemptorist nun, Cyril is adrift in the world, anchored only tenuously by his heartfelt friendship with the infinitely more
glamourous and dangerous Julian Woodbead. At the mercy of fortune and coincidence, he will spend a lifetime coming to know himself and
where he came from - and over his many years, will struggle to discover an identity, a home, a country, and much more. In this, Boyne's most
transcendent work to date, we are shown the story of Ireland from the 1940s to today through the eyes of one ordinary man. The Heart's
Invisible Furies is a novel to make you laugh and cry while reminding us all of the redemptive power of the human spirit.
Winner of the Man Booker Prize “Everything about this novel rings true. . . . Original, funny, disarmingly oblique and unique.”—The Guardian
In an unnamed city, middle sister stands out for the wrong reasons. She reads while walking, for one. And she has been taking French night
classes downtown. So when a local paramilitary known as the milkman begins pursuing her, she suddenly becomes “interesting,” the last
thing she ever wanted to be. Despite middle sister’s attempts to avoid him—and to keep her mother from finding out about her maybeboyfriend—rumors spread and the threat of violence lingers. Milkman is a story of the way inaction can have enormous repercussions, in a
time when the wrong flag, wrong religion, or even a sunset can be subversive. Told with ferocious energy and sly, wicked humor, Milkman
establishes Anna Burns as one of the most consequential voices of our day.
The substantially updated and revised Fifth Edition of The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research by editors Norman K. Denzin and
Yvonna S. Lincoln presents the state-of-the-art theory and practice of qualitative inquiry. Representing top scholars from around the world,
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the editors and contributors continue the tradition of synthesizing existing literature, defining the present, and shaping the future of qualitative
research. The Fifth Edition contains 19 new chapters, with 16 revised—making it virtually a new volume—while retaining six classic chapters
from previous editions. New contributors to this edition include Jamel K. Donnor and Gloria Ladson-Billings; Margaret Kovach; Paula Saukko;
Bryant Keith Alexander; Thomas A. Schwandt and Emily F. Gates; Johnny Saldaña; Uwe Flick; Mirka Koro-Ljungberg, Maggie MacLure, and
Jasmine Ulmer; Maria Elena Torre, Brett G. Stoudt, Einat Manoff, and Michelle Fine; Jack Bratich; Svend Brinkmann; Eric Margolis and Renu
Zunjarwad; Annette N. Markham; Alecia Y. Jackson and Lisa A. Mazzei; Jonathan Wyatt, Ken Gale, Susanne Gannon, and Bronwyn Davies;
Janice Morse; Peter Dahler-Larsen; Mark Spooner; and David A. Westbrook.
The fun way to learn or brush up on your Irish Slang! Howya horse? Sound for 'avin a gander at me book! This Irish Slang adult coloring
calendar is feckin' gas out! Tis ideal for cutehoors, bowsies, culchies, and even yanks, it's full of all sorts of bleedin' bolloxology. Now, if you
failed to understand a word of that, well then I'm bleedin morto for ya! So my advice is to grab yourself a copy of this fun, Irish slang filled
adult coloring calendar. If you like adult coloring calendars and are fond of the many world famous Irish slang words then this is the perfect
adult coloring calendar for you! In it you'll find an entertaining treasury of handcrafted illustrations focusing on the many slang words used by
Irish people every day. These Irish slang themed adult coloring pages will not only provide you with hours of fun and entertainment, they'll
help you learn all about the humorous words used throughout the isle of Ireland. Makes a great gift!
This book is the second of three paperback volumes taken from The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research, Fourth Edition. This volume
isolates the major strategies—historically, the research methods—that researchers can use in conducting concrete qualitative studies. The
question of methods begins with questions of design and the matters of money and funding. These questions always begin with the
researcher who moves from a research question to a paradigm or perspective, and then to the empirical world. The history and uses of these
strategies are explored extensively in this volume. The chapters move from forms (and problems with) mixed methods inquiry to case study,
performance and narrative ethnography, to constructionist analytics to grounded theory strategies, testimonies, participatory action research,
and clinical research.
An English language dictionary, in two volumes, that provides definitions, spellings, and pronunciations to more than 225,000 terms.
Ireland has charmed visitors for centuries, and this collection of intricate illustrations is a celebration of its unique appeal. Featuring a range of
picturesque vistas, from the historic villages of Adare and Claddagh to the bustling streets of Dublin and Belfast, each stunning scene is full of
intriguing detail sure to fire the imagination and make you reach for your coloring pencils. There are absolutely no rules you can choose any
combination of colors you like to bring these wonderful images to life. If you love Ireland, then you will love coloring it in!"
Booklist Top of the List Reference Source The heir and successor to Eric Partridge's brilliant magnum opus, The Dictionary of Slang and
Unconventional English, this two-volume New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English is the definitive record of post WWII
slang. Containing over 60,000 entries, this new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional English of the
English-speaking world since 1945, and through the first decade of the new millennium, with the same thorough, intense, and lively
scholarship that characterized Partridge's own work. Unique, exciting and, at times, hilariously shocking, key features include: unprecedented
coverage of World English, with equal prominence given to American and British English slang, and entries included from Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, India, South Africa, Ireland, and the Caribbean emphasis on post-World War II slang and unconventional English published
sources given for each entry, often including an early or significant example of the term’s use in print. hundreds of thousands of citations
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from popular literature, newspapers, magazines, movies, and songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword
in the tradition of Partridge, commentary on the term’s origins and meaning New to this edition: A new preface noting slang trends of the last
five years Over 1,000 new entries from the US, UK and Australia New terms from the language of social networking Many entries now
revised to include new dating, new citations from written sources and new glosses The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and
Unconventional English is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning – it’s rude, it’s delightful, and it’s a prize for anyone with
a love of language.
The fun way to learn or brush up on your Irish Slang! Howya horse? Sound for 'avin a gander at me book! This Irish Slang adult coloring book
is feckin' gas out! Tis ideal for cutehoors, bowsies, cluchies, and even yanks, it's full of all sorts of bleedin' bolloxology. Now, if you failed to
understand a word of that, well then I'm bleedin morto for ya! So my advice is to grab yourself a copy of this fun, Irish slang filled adult
coloring book. If you like adult coloring books and are fond of the many world famous Irish slang words then this is just the book for you! In it
you'll find an entertaining treasury of handcrafted illustrations focusing on the many slang words used by Irish people every day. These Irish
slang themed adult coloring pages will not only provide you with hours of fun and entertainment, they'll help you learn all about the humorous
words used throughout the isle of Ireland. With a free "Slang-ictionary in the back of the book you'll never again be caught for words. In fact
you'll have the "gift of the gab" and be speaking more slang than ever. A great gift this holiday season!
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